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Promoting bone callus formation
by taking advantage of the
time-dependent fracture gap
strain modulation
Dirk Wähnert1*, Marco Miersbach1, Christian Colcuc1,
Stefano Brianza2, Thomas Vordemvenne1, Michael Plecko3 and
Angelika Schwarz3

1Department of Trauma and Orthopedic Surgery, Protestant Hospital of Bethel Foundation, University
Hospital OWL of Bielefeld University, Bielefeld, Germany, 2Biomech Innovations AG, Nidau, Switzerland,
3Department of Orthopaedics and Traumatology, Trauma Hospital Graz (UKH), Graz, Austria
Delayed union and non-union of fractures continue to be a major problem in
trauma and orthopedic surgery. These cases are challenging for the surgeon.
In addition, these patients suffer from multiple surgeries, pain and disability.
Furthermore, these cases are a major burden on healthcare systems. The
scientific community widely agrees that the stability of fixation plays a crucial
role in determining the outcome of osteosynthesis. The extent of stabilization
affects factors like fracture gap strain and fluid flow, which, in turn, influence
the regenerative processes positively or negatively. Nonetheless, a growing
body of literature suggests that during the fracture healing process, there
exists a critical time frame where intervention can stimulate the bone’s return
to its original form and function. This article provides a summary of existing
evidence in the literature regarding the impact of different levels of fixation
stability on the strain experienced by newly forming tissues. We will also
discuss the timing and nature of this “window of opportunity” and explore
how current knowledge is driving the development of new technologies with
design enhancements rooted in mechanobiological principles.
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1 Introduction

Bone is an organ with the rare ability to regenerate without scar formation, allowing

complete restoration of form and function. Despite all the promising new technologies to

improve fracture care that have been introduced over the past decades from basic,

translational and clinical research, 5%–10% of all fractures still fail to heal successfully

or heal with delay (1). In addition, global population growth and aging have led to a

significant 30% increase in the total number of fractures occurring worldwide between

1990 and 2018 (2). With different gender related age-specific fracture incidence, the

demographic shift linked to longer lives and family size shrink has determined a

substantial increase in the amount of fractures in older individuals (2). These

osteoporotic fractures are associated with a high risk of complications. In addition to

the complications associated with reduced bone strength (implant loosening and

construct failure), these patients also have reduced biological potential for regeneration,
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often resulting in delayed fracture healing. As a result, osteoporotic

fractures are a major source of suffering for these patients and a

dramatic socioeconomic burden for society (1). Fractures

occurring in the working-age population are related to

considerable direct expenses and a substantial loss in productivity

(3). Projections suggest that the cost and the societal burden of

complicated fracture cases will become increasingly unsustainable in

the upcoming years (4–11). Addressing this societal challenge

necessitates an interdisciplinary and collaborative approach to assist

policymakers in determining how to maximize the effectiveness of

fracture prevention and treatment programs. From our side, we can

contribute by enhancing our understanding of the latter.

The surgical community seems to agree that about 90%–95% of

all osteosynthesis lead to restoration of the form and function of

the affected bone at the first treatment (12–16). This success rate

sounds promising if the disruption of the healing process leading

to a complication and its associated consequences was not a

catastrophic event. In fact, a healing complication resembles a

“black swan” event in osteosynthesis—a highly unpredictable

event that can have a significant impact on both the patient and

the healthcare system.

For the patient, healing complications means a much longer

treatment. Complications expose the patient to the risk of any

other sort of further complications, such as hardware failure and

infection (17). Furthermore, the long-term patient-related quality

of life is lower in patients who experienced complications in

comparison to normative data (18). To the healthcare system, the

treatment of such minority of patients represents variable and

often exorbitant costs (19). In working aged population the 5%

experiencing poor healing has been estimated to more than

double the work losses and medical costs (3).

Treatment duration significantly affects the cost and societal

burden of fractures. Complicated cases have much longer

treatment times, impacting the overall population healing time.

Our contribution is thus not to be sought in trying to accelerate

the fracture healing process in each patient but rather in

increasing the chances to trigger and complete it in all patients

and thus decreasing the number of complicated cases.

Although surgeons have identified potential risk factors that may

contribute to unsuccessful fracture healing (20, 21) it is evident that

patients with identical injury profiles and similar risk factors have

different outcomes. Some experience successful healing and others

do not (20). Identifying patients at a higher risk of developing

non-union remains a persistent challenge for both clinicians and

scientists (15). Monitoring the healing process using

measurements that indicate fracture consolidation is a recent

advancement. Continuous load measurement with smart implants

allows early detection of healing abnormalities compared to

traditional radiographic monitoring (22–24). Nevertheless, by the

time a healing disturbance becomes detectable, the healing process

is already significantly compromised.

Thus, if healing disturbances cannot be certainly predicted and

identifying them once occurred is sometimes too late for an

effective cure (15, 18), fostering fracture healing in all patients is

the best prevention surgeons can consistently stage because it

maximizes the chances for early segment restoration.
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There is consensus in the scientific community about the

stability of the fixation having a role in determining the fate of

an osteosynthesis. The degree of stabilization determines fracture

gap strain and fluid flow and triggers a positive or negative

reaction of those processes contributing to the regenerative

pattern (25–27). Several mechanical signals are induced in

bone tissue during loading. These include stress, strain, fluid

flow, and streaming potentials. Of these, the shear stress induced

by interstitial fluid flow appears to be the most relevant

signal for mechanotransduction (28, 29). Mechanically induced

deformation has also been shown to increase oxygen transport,

thereby improving nutrient delivery to cells involved in fracture

repair (28, 30). Several concepts for implantable devices have

been developed to stimulate the formation of bone callus through

mechanobiological principles. Among those following the plating

principles we mention both screws (31–39), plates (40–43) and

surgical techniques (44) solutions. Most of these solutions aim at

building constructs that are flexible or very flexible at low loads

and that become abruptly rigid or very rigid by means of a

contact mechanism. Designed to provide an immediate stimulus

and avoid callus overstimulation, during the entire fracture

healing process these solutions provide to the cells building the

healing tissue a fairly constant stimulus according to patient

loading. However, there is growing evidence in the literature that

different phases of fracture healing profit from different level of

stability. There seems to exist a window of opportunity be

exploited to provide those stimuli increasing the chances to gain

full return of form and function of the injured bone. A better

understanding of the mechanical regulation of the fracture

healing process is crucial for the development of new generations

of devices and treatments. This manuscript summarizes the

evidence available in the literature on the effect of timing and

tissue strain on the formation and maturation of bone callus. We

will speculate on the timing and strain range of the window of

opportunity and report on how the current knowledge is

fostering the development of new technologies featuring designs

improvement based on pure mechanobiological concepts.
2 Is there a window of opportunity for
fracture healing and what do we know
about it today?

Secondary bone healing, is the form of bone healing most

commonly associated with fractures that are prone to healing

complications. It occurs through a cascade (15) of processes in

response to fractures, with each step activating the next,

triggering the sequential deposition of different tissues, and

ultimately restoring the bone to its original form and function.

The fracture of the bone disrupts the local vascularity and

triggers the inflammatory cascade. During this first, inflammatory

phase, the secretion of mediators into the fracture hematoma

regulates the differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells into

osteoblasts, fibroblasts and chondrocytes as well as cell

infiltration and angiogenesis (45). In the subsequent fibrovascular

phase, the non-perfused bone fragments are resorbed. The
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hematoma is replaced by the so-called bone callus, a granulation

tissue mainly characterized by fibroblasts, further collagen and

capillaries. In the following bone formation phase, mineral is

disorganisedly deposited on the extracellular matrix, the fracture

gap is bridged with solid material and the fractured bone regains

its mechanical competence. In the last remodelling phase, the

woven bone is replaced by organized lamellar bone and the

macroscopic bone geometry is fully restored.

Among the various factors influencing the secondary fracture

healing process, those related to the patient’s metabolic status,

comorbidities (46, 47), especially when combined (48, 49), open

fracture (50), and the grade of tissues damage (51–53) have a

large effect but cannot be controlled at surgery (54). While

established habits, such as smoking, steroids, drugs and alcohol

are known to have negative effect on fracture healing (15, 55, 56).

Those related to fixation stability and surgical technique have been

shown to have a positive or negative effect (49, 54, 57) and led to

the development of different fixation techniques. Among these, the

concept of biological osteosynthesis is in continuous development

(16, 25, 26, 28, 45, 57–59). Despite angiogenesis and

vascularization are essential for callus formation and maturation, it

has been suggested (60) that promotion of fracture healing should

focus on the stimulation of osteogenesis rather than on the

stimulation of angiogenesis. In fact, it has been shown that

extensive angiogenesis and vascularization may not support, but

paradoxically hinder, adequate fracture repair and, thus increase
FIGURE 1

In green, the theoretical strain-temporal “window of opportunity” for fract
partially superimposed four phases. Its temporal beginning (X) seems to be
of the bone formation phase. On the y-axis the local forming tissue strain.
experienced by the newly formed tissue and transmitted to the embedded
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the risk of non-union development (60). Studies have proven that

stimulation of blood vessel formation did not determined a

significant increase in bone formation (61–66) and the effect of

surgical angiogenesis by the generation of arteriovenous bundles

and vascularized bone grafts did not report an improved bone

viability and union rate (67–69). Conversely, today it is well-

accepted that techniques of internal fixation require some degree

of motion at the fracture gap while keeping the contact between

implant and bone stable (70).

Recent findings on the mechanobiology of fracture healing

have motivated us to define a “window of opportunity” for the

time-dependent mechanical requirements for successful fracture

healing. This provides opportunities for the development and

introduction of fixation techniques that best meet the needs of

the different phases. Tissues are built by cells, and to optimize

their osteogenetic capacity, we strive to understand the fracture

healing process from the perspective of these cells. The window

of opportunity is a strain-temporal environment where the

fracture healing cascade can be triggered and completed

(Figure 1). Outside the window of opportunity the cascade is not

triggered or irretrievably compromised. After trauma, its

temporal beginning seems to be injury-patient tailored (71), with

local (MuST—Musculo—Skeletal Temporary surgery) vs.

systemic (polytrauma: DCO—Damage Control Orthopedics)

scenarios (72) profiting from different temporal and staged

strategies (71, 72). Despite late dynamization has been proven to
ure healing. On the x-axis the temporal dimension with the, in reality,
“injury-patient tailored (71)” while its extension is limited to the onset

In black, the schematic strain cycles represent the optimal deformation
cells leading to restoration of the bone form and function.
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have a beneficial effect on the maturation of the bone callus (73, 74)

the window of opportunity is confined to the sequential processes

that initiate callus formation, stimulate its growth, and ultimately

result in the formation of a robust bony bridge. This primarily

occurs during the transition from the inflammatory phase to the

early bone formation phase.

The second dimension of the window of opportunity is the

“local forming tissue strain”. The forming tissue strain is the local

tissue deformation of the growing tissue during each healing

phase. Acting on the tissue embedded cells and on the fluids flow,

it is a local phenomenon promoting or inhibiting the healing

cascade and locally leading to tissues growth and maturation. The

local nature is evident with certain plate and screw bridging

configurations where the interfragmentary strain is substantially

different between the cis and trans cortex (75). The local forming

tissue strain depends on the local gap size, on the loading applied

to the affected bone, on the stiffness of the bone-implant construct

(28), on the position with respect to the implant and on the

mechanical properties of this same local forming tissue (Figure 2).

Along the window of opportunity, the combination of all these

factors creates a continuously changing local forming tissue strain

that leads to the local formation, remodelling and resorption of

the tissues’ characteristic of each fracture healing phase.

Despite fracture healing phases overlap and often coexist, there

is increasing evidence suggesting that the suitable strain conditions

are not the same between fracture healing phases and that the early
FIGURE 2

Pictorial representation of a fracture gap fixed with bridge plating. In
grey, the proximal and distal bone segments; in blue the locking
plate. The bone forming cells are affected by the strain of the
surrounding tissue they are attached to. This depends on local gap
size, on the loading applied to the affected bone, on the stiffness
of the bone-implant construct, on the position with respect to the
implant and on the changing mechanical properties of this same
local forming tissue. Clinically this results in a substantially higher
strain (orange trapezoid) provided to cells far from the plate (in
red) and low strain for those close to the plate (in green).
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phases of fracture healing determine the fate of the fixation. At the

beginning of the treatment, a relatively stable mechanical

environment (76–79) has been proved to fosters blood vessels

formation (80, 81) and the differentiation of mesenchymal cells

towards an osteogenic rather than a chondrogenic lineage (27,

82, 83). A constant less-stable fixation slows down the transition

from the inflammatory phase to the proliferative phase as a

result of decreased macrophage recruitment (84). Excessive

constant instability and early mechanical loading have been

reported to be detrimental to vascular growth (76, 80, 85, 86).

Constant less-stable fixation has been reported to prolong the

chondral phase, which has been deemed responsible for delayed

bridging and increases in the time required for healing in sheep

(87, 88) rats (89), and mice (78). On the other hand, superior

results have been shown when rigid fixation changed to more

flexible fixation at 3 and 4 weeks (73) after surgery compared

with at 1 week (90). In addition, there is evidence that loading

while matrix deposition and remodelling are ongoing may

enhance stabilization through the formation of additional

cartilage and bone (79, 86).

Thus, we believe that such strain-temporal window of

opportunity is limited between the inflammatory and the bone

formation phases and features an optimal strain level that vary

between phases with a level increase between the inflammatory

and the callus formation phases (Figure 3). The strain level

attained during callus formation should allow for its

consolidation and subsequent remodelling.
3 How to transition between levels of
stability and promote callus formation?

Optimization of fixation flexibility requires an adjustment of

strain conditions within a certain range, with a lower limit that

ensures initiation of callus production and an upper limit that

still allows solid bridging by callus (57). A sudden increase in

stimulation aiming at changing the stimulation level between the

inflammatory and fibrovascular phase might be suggested.

However, an excessive increase in stimulation might constantly

damage the tissue in the fracture gap, preventing bridging (91).

Progressively transitioning from rigid fixation to a certain degree

of dynamization can be used to gradually strain the cells

embedded in the forming tissue in the window of opportunity.

Such variable fixation has been postulated to foster the callus

cells to produce additional extracellular matrix, aiming at re-

establishing a neutral strain condition (Figure 3).

To test these hypotheses, a new generation of screws, the

Variable Fixation Locking Screws (VFLS®, Biomech Innovations,

Nidau, Switzerland), has been developed to stimulate the forming

bone tissue in the window of opportunity. The screws

incorporate a resorbable sleeve that is positioned to provide

support to the cis cortex at implantation, providing stability and

motion comparable to a standard locking plate construct with

maximum motion at the trans cortex (Figure 4, left). This is

followed by a phase in which, due to the degradation of the

mechanical properties of the material, the sleeve gradually
frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 3

A pictorial representation of the variable fixation concept. On the x-axis, simplified, the fracture healing phases in the window of opportunity. On the y-
axis the average local forming tissue strain. The green sigmoid represent the average tissue strain perceived locally by the cells embedded in the callus.
The black dots are samples of average strains taken on a continuous curve. After a period of relatively low deformation a moderate and continuous
increase in the local tissue strain is achieved during the fibrovascular phase. A moderate increase in the local tissue strain (A) is perceived by the
cytoskeleton of the embedded cells and triggers the production of additional extracellular matrix until these same cells return to a quiescent
status. The following, moderate, strain increase (B,C) reactivates the same cells to produce additional extracellular matrix. Such increase in average
tissue strain shall be limited in order to allow the deposition of mineral. As the callus matures, the increases in its mechanical properties
determines a decrease in the average strain perceived by the embedded cells.
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provides less support to the cis cortex, resulting in a more even

distribution of motion between the cis and trans cortices

(Figure 4, right). This decrease in stability results in a gradual

and limited decrease in construct stiffness, a gradual and limited

rise in fracture gap, and thus, callus strain (Figure 5) and a

gradual and limited mechanical stimulation of the trans cortex.

These screws can replace standard locking screws in cortical

bone segments when, according to surgeon decision, boosting

fracture healing can be advantageous treating diaphyseal and

metaphyseal fractures and osteotomies. When preservation of the

local bone supply is necessary, these screws can also be

implanted through minimally invasive and percutaneous

techniques using standard instrumentation.

Two studies have been performed using commercially available

plates in order to allow direct translation of the results into clinical

applications. Initially, a biomechanical study (92) was conducted to

assess the interfragmentary stability offered by a combination of a

plate and variable fixation locking screws in a simulated fracture-

gap model subjected to both compressive and torsional loading.

To determine whether the technology was functioning according

to its design, the study compared the interfragmentary stability

achieved with the intact sleeve to the stability after its chemical

dissolution. This was then compared to the stability provided by
Frontiers in Surgery 05
the same plate with standard locking screws and to a third

construct that utilized the same plate in combination with both

technologies (Figure 6). The results showed that the VFLS exhibit

enhanced tolerance to manual assembly, resulting in more

consistent mechanical performance with respect to standard

locking screws. The sleeve effectively serves as a centring device

for the cis-cortex hole. This critical design feature ensures that all

implanted VFLS devices function in parallel, facilitating effective

dynamization. When screws are not centred in the cis-cortex

hole, they may experience uneven loading, potentially disrupting

dynamization by contacting the cis cortex prematurely and

increasing the risk of failure. Following implantation, constructs

incorporating variable fixation technology, in one or both bone

segments, exhibited the same level of rigidity as those achieved

with standard locking technology. Moreover, it was demonstrated

that these two technologies can be combined without

compromising safety. Additionally, as the sleeve undergoes

resorption, the stiffness of variable fixation constructs noticeably

diminishes, depending on the specific combinations of

technologies employed. This reduction in stiffness gradually

reaches approximately 15% when mixing standard and variable

fixation technologies or 30% when utilizing variable fixation on

both sides of the fracture (92). The recorded interfragmentary
frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 4

The variable fixation locking screw (VFLS®) at the beginning of the
implantation (left) and at the end of sleeve resorption (right). The
development of this new implantable device has been driven by
the latest advancements in our understanding of the strain-
temporal window of opportunity. When the degradation process is
completed, the sleeve is entirely absorbed, and the load is entirely
shifted from the cis to the trans cortex. The increased working
length, determines a decrease in construct stiffness and promotes
a more uniform and larger stimulation of the forming bone callus
(black arrows).

FIGURE 5

Schematic representation of the effect of a controlled and
progressive decrease in construct stability (above) on the average
strain perceived by the new forming callus tissue (below) and the
respective intent of the design (middle).
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movements validated that there were comparable displacements in

both the cis and trans cortex between standard and Variable

Fixation constructs when the sleeve was intact. However, the

resorption of the sleeve dynamized the gap leading to a
Frontiers in Surgery 06
substantial increase in displacement at the trans and, even more,

at the cis cortex (92). Mixing Variable Fixation with standard

locking technology the increase ranged between 12% and 20% at

the trans-cortex and between 50% and 60% at the cis-cortex.

Using Variable fixation on both segments, sleeve degradation

resulted in an increase of around 20%–37% in trans-cortex and

approximately 70%–125% in cis-cortex axial displacements.

The second study (93) was a preclinical investigation whose

results provided strong validation for the thesis established in the

biomechanical study (92) and the concept of Variable Fixation.

There, the formation of callus was investigated along the entire

bone and at the fracture site in three groups of sheep. These

animals had 3 mm tibial osteotomies that were stabilized using

configurations similar to those assessed in the biomechanical

investigation, namely standard locking screws on both bone

segments, Variable Fixation Locking Screws on one bone

segment and standard locking screws on the other and Variable

Fixation Locking Screws on both bone segments (Figure 7). The

results demonstrated that Variable fixation promoted the

formation of a substantially larger amount of bone callus

compared to standard rigid fixation. The gradual reduction in

stiffness and a targeted change in interfragmentary displacements

influenced the generation and spatial distribution of bone callus.

In the whole bone this was demonstrated by a 40% larger callus

with similar mineral density in the group featuring variable

fixation in one bone segment. The responsiveness of

mechanobiological signals was reaffirmed at the fracture site,

where, in comparison to standard locking technology, variable

fixation resulted in a +30% larger callus on the cis side and a

more evenly distributed callus between the cortices (93).

Remarkably, the findings from the same study demonstrated that

the extent of variable fixation applied to the fracture gap has a

biological effect. Using variable fixation on both bone segments

doubled the magnitude of progressive dynamization and

promoted the formation of an even larger bone callus.

Nonetheless, in case of a 3 mm gap, this came with a slight

decrease (about 10%) in mineral density. This confirms the

presence of a strain dimension within the “window of

opportunity”. Like all implantable devices, the usage of variable

fixation should always be adjusted to the mass of the patient, the

stiffness of the chosen bone plate and size of the fracture gap (93).
4 The bone is an organ

Bones possess a remarkable capacity for self-repair that extends

throughout their entire structure of the organ. In the event of a

fracture, it is common for the bone to preserve adjacent, healthy

segments that encompass all the essential cellular elements,

signalling pathways, and tissues required to actively initiate and

proficiently conclude the process of fracture healing (94).

Variable Fixation has been designed with the intention of

mechanically stimulating these undamaged bone segments,

thereby promoting the activation of these healthy portions to

participate in the formation of bone callus and contribute to the

comprehensive restoration of the fractured bone (93).
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FIGURE 6

On the left, the three groups tested in a biomechanical investigation: a bone substitute construct featuring three standard locking screws in the
proximal and distal segment, a construct featuring three VFLS® in the proximal and three standard locking screws in the distal segment and a
construct featuring three VFLS® in the proximal and distal segment. Center: the compression test set up. On the right, the chemical method used
to dissolve the resorbable material. Such method allowed testing the same samples with intact and without sleeve without loosening the locking
mechanism.

FIGURE 7

On the left, the 3 mm osteotomy fixed with a locking plate and, in this case, variable fixation on the proximal and standard locking screws on the distal
segment. On the right the amount of callus volume (ccm) detected at the cis and trans cortices in the groups featuring standard locking technology on
both bone segments (A), the group with mixed technologies (B) and the group featuring Variable Fixation on both bone segments (C) These data
provide evidence that the dynamization tool was effective in negating the significant cis-trans difference detected when using standard locking
technology. Moreover, when the variable fixation stimulation was doubled, it resulted in a notable increase in cis callus volume without causing an
excessive rise in trans callus volume.

Wähnert et al. 10.3389/fsurg.2024.1376441
Although studies have suggested a potential systemic

recruitment of skeletal stem cells for bone repair (95), Duchamp

et al. have shown with a renal capsule model that the systemic

recruitment of cells does not occur for endogenous bone repair

and that the cells forming the fracture callus are all recruited

locally (96). During endochondral ossification, skeletal stem cells

within the endosteum and periosteum segregate into distinct

bone compartments, each adopting distinct functions within

adult bones (96). Within the bone marrow compartment, bone

marrow stem cells serve as the niche for hematopoietic stem

cells, overseeing bone remodelling and playing roles in

immunomodulation and paracrine functions in the context of

bone maintenance and repair (96). Within the periosteum
Frontiers in Surgery 07
compartment, periosteal cells play a more direct role in bone

repair, participating in the formation of cartilage and bone

within the callus (96). Bone marrow stem cells are now

occasionally used in orthopaedics. However, in mice, the

periosteal skeletal stem cells have shown higher bone regenerative

potential compared to bone marrow stem cells (96). When

responding to injury, the activation of skeletal stem cells is

orchestrated through the upregulation of various extracellular

matrix proteins. Periostin, among these proteins, plays a crucial

role in facilitating proper bone repair by regulating both cell-cell

and cell-matrix interactions. It exhibits high expression in

periosteal cells during development and is notably prevalent in

adult tissues subjected to mechanical stress (97). This has been
frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 8

3d reconstruction of the 3 mm tibia osteotomies stabilized using a locking plate, with variable fixation screws applied to the proximal segment and
standard locking screws on the distal segment. In this visual representation, the native cortical bone is depicted in brown, while the callus is shown in
grey. It’s worth noting the increased volume of callus formation in all proximal bone segments where variable fixation locking screws were used,
indicating a response from the periosteum to altered loading conditions (93).

Wähnert et al. 10.3389/fsurg.2024.1376441
indirectly confirmed in the preclinical study in sheep (93), where

the progressive stimulation generated by Variable Fixation screws

on the trans cortex led to the activation of both tissues, resulting

in the reinforcement of the fracture site and the generation of

additional periosteal bone callus (Figure 8). It is intriguing to

note that this effect was observable at a distance from the

fracture gap, underscoring the remarkable engraftment capacity

of periosteal cells when transplanted at an injury site, particularly

their high capability to form cartilage and bone during the

process of skeletal regeneration (96).
5 Conclusions and future directions

We propose the concept of a “strain-temporal window of

opportunity” as a conceptual approach to the design of implants

that potentially promote bone formation. Emerging insights from

mechanobiology suggest that there are specific time and strain

parameters that create a window of opportunity during which

the process of fracture healing can effectively unfold. Beyond this

window, fracture healing may be incomplete or significantly

disrupted. The commencement of this temporal window appears

to be individually tailored based on the injury and the patient.

Optimal local tissue strain conditions vary across different

phases, with an increase between the inflammatory and

fibrovascular phases. Finally, recent advancements in our

understanding of skeletal stem cells highlight the pivotal role of

the periosteum in offering cells with the highest bone

regenerative potential. Constructs composed of medical devices

that gradually strain the developing tissue while simultaneously

stimulating the periosteum seem to hold the potential to enhance

bone callus formation and ameliorate the adverse effects of

healing complications. Clearly, patients related factors, like

metabolic disease, have a systemic effect and may cause delayed
Frontiers in Surgery 08
or non union even when the stimulation of the forming tissue

falls in the postulated window of opportunity.

The Variable Fixation Locking Screw (VFLS®) may represent

a step forward in angular stable plate osteosynthesis. It upholds

the inherent benefits of angular stability while incorporating a

safe and consistent dynamization approach, informed by the

latest insights from mechanobiology. Acting on the screw, the

surgeon has the opportunity to finely adjust the rigidity of

osteosynthesis procedures in accordance with established

fracture treatment principles.

Today, we are actively engaged in the meticulous monitoring of

the healing progress in specific clinical cases involving fractures

and osteotomies. Our goal is to gain a deeper understanding of

whether this approach holds the potential to enhance the success

rate of osteosynthesis procedures. Through this ongoing research,

we aim to refine and optimize fracture treatment techniques,

ultimately resulting in improved patient outcomes and potential

cost savings in healthcare.
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